Global Engine Solutions
Cutting Edge Air Filtration Systems
For more than 90 years, AAF has been providing air filtration solutions for industrial processes around the world. Our Power and Industrial division offers the widest range of filtration solutions to enhance your rotating machinery. Our products are currently used in thousands of installations around the world, protecting small and large engines in arduous environments from soaking salt spray to blowing desert sand.

AAF designs cutting edge Air Intake and Ventilation systems for both new-build and existing installations. Our products meet all industry and original manufacturers (OEM) standards, ensuring superior protection, cleaner air, greater fuel efficiency and extended maintenance intervals.

### Main Applications
- Power Generation
- Oil & Gas
- Railraod
- Marine
- Offshore

### Air Intake Solutions
- Oil Bath Filter
- Self-Cleaning Filter
- Static Filter
- Inertial Filter
- Sand Filter
- Weather protection

### Air Cooling Solutions
- Evaporative cooler
- Chiller
- Cold water coil
- Fogging

### Air Heating Solutions
- Anti-icing nozzle
- Infra-red
- Hot water coil
- Steam coil
AAF designs acoustic solutions that suit a wide range of noise issues within various diesel and gas engine applications. Indeed exhaust and air intake acoustic treatment are required in many applications, AAF provides full-service noise control systems.

Our acoustic solutions are tailored to meet customers’ specific requirements. The acoustics division is a multi-disciplined team with years of experience in the power generation sector. As a provider of turnkey solutions, AAF will take control of the entire project from design and manufacture through to installation.

### Acoustic Products
- Inlet silencers
- Exhaust silencers
- Ventilation silencers
- Acoustic enclosures
- Control rooms
- Buildings
- Barriers
- Cladding

### Acoustic Services
- Feasibility studies
- Consultation
- Modelling & mapping
- Design & engineering
- Production
- Installation
- Control & maintenance
Air intake, ventilation and acoustic systems issues can be very costly since they are essential components to the good operation of any diesel engine unit. AAF can support you in improving engine performance, reducing maintenance and life cycle costs through application of our extensive expertise.

Our technical engineers offer high response capabilities and high proximity, ensuring the maximization of your equipment performance at all times. AAF portfolio of filter elements and services includes:

**Aftermarket Products**
- Coalescers
- Pre-filters
- Static filters
- Cartridge filters
- Panel filters
- (H)epa filters
- Spare parts

**Aftermarket Services**
- Project survey
- On-site inspection
- Installation
- Supervision
- Repairs
- Maintenance
- Refit & Upgrade

With AAF, give the best environment to your engine and your people.
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